First Christmas
Layout by Lauren Hinds

SUPPLIES:

1. Crème Linen Refill page
2. Joyous Noel by Katie Pertiet (cardstock, journal cards, and border strips)
3. Christmas Joy accent stickers
4. Red and Green cardstock

Also used: adhesive, Black Calligraphy Pen, Black Micron Pen, Border Maker System, Foam Mounting Squares, Pine Tree Design Cartridge, Pinking Edge Ribbon Design Cartridge, and trimmer

DIRECTIONS:

1. Cut a 2” x 12” strip from red cardstock; use the Pinking Edge Ribbon cartridge along the 12” side.
2. Cut a 5/8” x 12” strip from gold plaid cardstock and weave through the ribbon strip. Adhere to the right side of Refill Page.
3. Cut a 4 1/2” x 12” strip from red plaid cardstock. Adhere to the page, aligning with the ribbon edge.

4. Add the joyous noel border strip with the gold ribbon on top, covering the seam where the two layers meet.

5. Select a joyous noel border strip with words you would like to add to your page. Cut 3 words/sayings, adhere to top of border strip with foam mounting squares.

6. Mat photo with green (or coordinating color) journal card.
7. Trim two photos to 4” x 4”; adhere all photos to the page as shown.
8. Use the Pine Tree cartridge to punch one section from green cardstock. Trim and adhere to the left of matted photo. Attach Merry Christmas sticker.

9. Write title with the Calligraphy pen and journal your memories!